SLIDE SHOE RTD WITH BAKELITE CUP & ‘U’ CLAMP

RTD Element
1. Pt-100x1, Simplex
2. Pt-100x2, Duplex
   Other Others

Sheath Material
316 SS 316
   Other Consult Factory

Junction Style
2- Wire W2
3- Wire W3
4- Wire W4

Cable Length

Type of Cable
A Teflon/Teflon Insulated Flexible Cable
B Teflon Insulated & SS Braided Flexible Cable
C FG/FG Insulated Flexible Cable
D PVC/PVC Insulated Flexible Cable
E FG/FG/Insulated/SS Braided
   Other Consult Factory

Adj. Length (mm)

NOTE: BAKELITE CUP & ‘U’ CLAMP PROVIDE WITH RTD